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Summary 
 
Pearl Recht -- Born 1920 /1921? 
 
Father – Aaron – Born 1884 in Schetz? (Shtetl) East of the Vistula River.  Father moved to 
Falyanitza?  Afraid of Bolsheviks b/c Orthodox, so took family to Warsaw.  Lived at 51 Pavia in 
cellar that he dug out.  Lived there for 13 years. Did return to shtetl to work.  Took train 
everyday.   
Mother – Hava Esther – Born 1885    
 
Pearl’s Siblings – Phy b. 1910; Chana b. 1913; Skolick? B. 1915; Moshe b. 1917(survived, went 
to Israel); Shimon b. 1923; Emma(Dora) b. 1925. Phy helped by Catholic family, became 
hairdresser, owned own business.  Earned enough so family moved to apartment in 1933.  Pearl 
went to Polish speaking primary school for Jewish students.   
1942 – July 22 – entire family except Emma and Moshe were shot in Warsaw apartment. 
Moshe survived in Russia, Siberia and then Palestine. 
 
Pearl’s Journey 
Late 1939 Boyfriend (Jacob) went to Bialystok to fight; wrote Pearl to come.  Father allowed 
even though not married.  Saw Moshe there; he was working with underground.  “Husband” 
known for dislike of Stalin, feared being sent to Siberia; brother took them to Vilna.  Then to 
Kovna. In Lithuania for 14 months.  Needed papers, had almost none; 1/1941 allowed on Trans-
Siberian RR to Vladivostok (paid by American money through a Yeshiva, only 100 people 
included; last transport from Lithuania) .  Took 10 days.  Japanese would not let them into 
Japan.  Stuck in Vladivostok for 6 to 7 weeks.  Sent telegrams to many countries to ask for entry. 
Survived in hotel in Vladivostok because given papers for food from people who were able to 
leave but had already prepaid food.  Word came from Stockholm that only way out was 
through Shanghai.  Sent telegram to Hebrew International Aid Society (HIAS) in Shanghai.  None 
there but HICEM travel agency in Shanghai.  No transports from Russia to Shanghai but allowed 
to board a fishing boat from Conchocta (Chukchi?) peninsula to Hong Kong, then Hong Kong to 
Shanghai.  Had to offload off coast to smaller boat to get to Shanghai.  Arrived in Shanghai in 
1941.  1942 – ghetto created in Shanghai.  October 1946 Labor party won in Australia which 
meant Jews in bundt (labor union) were allowed to emigrate to Australia.   
 
Pearl’s message to the world – Hope that people will live their lives in the way they choose and 
there is no peace until equality is universal. 
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